




Liz Saunders has 
been performing 
professionally for 
over 20 years. 
Originally from 
Cape Cod, MA 
she has made a 
full circle and 
moved back to 
her roots residing 
once again by the 
shores near her 
h om e t ow n . 
Immediately after 
college, Liz performed with a touring show and dinner theater. She found a 
love in working with kids ages 3-18 and was employed many years as an 
Independent Contractor, choreographing and directing for schools and private 
lessons. She has also held the title of Dance Director at a performing arts 
school, Director of Massachusetts State Drama Festival and National 
Entertainment Manager for a cruise company. You may have seen Liz in 
countless performances, on a harbor cruise ship or auditioning for casting 
agencies throughout the East Coast. Her gifted qualities have allowed her to 
work nationally in Entertainment Management, film and commercials. 
Although Liz is talented as a tribute singer, her versatile voice can also 
capture the style of Broadway, Gospel, Country and Pop. When she brings her 
professionalism and natural charisma onstage, it guarantees the audience an 
entertaining time!



Clayton Poole and his Orchestra are now 
entering their 40th year of providing the 
best in music to appreciative audiences. 
The personnel roster of musicians is made up of artists from all over the United States. The 
Orchestra has worked with and provided back up for an incredible array of entertainers 
over those many years. They have included such mavens of popular music as country star 
Lorrie Morgan, Bobby Vinton, Gloria Loring, Dionne Warwick, Gene Pitney, Andy 

Williams, Ben E. King, The Four Tops, 
The Temptations, Johnny Mathis as well 
as comedy stars Joan Rivers and Buddy 
Hackett. 
Currently, they are excited to be part of 
the ‘Patsy Cline Remembered’ project. 
Having worked directly with many iconic 
stars over the years, Clayton has shared 
his enthusiasm on the show by stating: 
“Ms. Cline was an American original 
and being able to share her music 
through the incredible talents of vocalist 
Liz Saunders is extraordinarily exciting. 
This music knows no sunset, but rather 
allows each performance to become a 
new horizon and appreciation of the 
incredible power of song especially as it 
relates to the legacy of Patsy Cline.”



The Clayton Poole Orchestra fosters educational and outreach opportunities within 
each touring location, providing an in-depth and well rounded experience for 

audience members and citizens in the community. Education and outreach programs 
can be negotiated and added to the engagement agreement.

Both conductor Clayton “Skip” Poole and vocalist Liz Saunders are available for an 
introductory session on the elements and significance of Patsy Cline’s illustrious 

career, legacy and music. They present insights about the show, it’s musical 
significance and Patsy’s incredible influence on American music and culture. These 

20 minute sessions must be arranged to be concluded at least 60 minutes prior to the 
beginning of a given performance. 

With advanced planning, Liz Saunders and individual musicians from the Orchestra 
are available to teach master classes and clinics to local high schools, festivals, 
universities or community music schools. Classes are 60 minutes in length for 

intermediate and advanced students of voice, woodwind, brass and rhythm 
instruments. Participants should have at least two years of musical training. 

Depending on the theater and technical schedules, the touring company is amenable to 
opening their technical stage rehearsals to local students seated in the mezzanine or 

balcony levels.

Clayton “Skip” Poole, Liz Saunders and members of the Orchestra are available to attend 
post-performance receptions or cast parties. Casual post-show events provide an opportunity 
for company members and patrons to mingle and discuss the performance and the life of a 
touring musician. Company members are also available for post-performance discussions 

and moderated panels that are arranged by the host organization.

For school age audiences, a one-hour version of the touring production “Patsy Cline 
Remembered” with Liz Saunders and the Clayton Poole Orchestra is another program that 
can be booked with the touring company. This performance weaves contextual information 
on the music and history of Patsy Cline into the presentation. School series performances 

can only be booked in conjunction with a public performance. 
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-SOUND & STAGE PLOT-



CH. SOURCE MIC

1 KICK BETA91

2 SNARE SM57

STAND

NONE

MED. BOOM

3 O’HD SR AKG414 TALL BOOM

4 O’HD SL AKG414 TALL BOOM

5 BASS RADIAL JDI NONE

6 PIANO LOW AUDIX 
SCX25L

CLIP-ON

7 PIANO HI AUDIX 
SCX25L

CLIP-ON

8 GUITAR AMP BEYER M88 SHORT BOOM

9 TRPT. II EV RE20 TALL

10 TRPT. I EV RE20 TALL

11 TRBN. I SENN 421 TALL

12 TRBN. II SENN 421 TALL

13 REED II AKG535 TALL BOOM

14 REED I AKG535 TALL BOOM

15 REED III AKG535 TALL BOOM

16 VOCALIST SM58 TALL BOOM

17 CONDUCTOR SM58-S TALL BOOM

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 FOH TALK SM58-S NONE

SM81

SM81

SM81

SENN 421

SENN 421

SM57

DPA 4023 SYSTEM

DPA 4023 SYSTEM

PROCO DB1

SM81

SM81

SM91

MIC OPTIONS
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CJ Poole
Booking Coordinator & Touring Manager

AMIT Productions, LLC
Phone: (603) 387-3208

Email: CJ@AMITPresents.com

CALIFORNIA
700 N. Valley St. Suite B

PMB 30100
Anaheim, CA 92801

NEW ENGLAND
P.O. Box 3663

Concord, NH 03301-3663

NEW YORK
90 Church St. #3514

PMB 30100
New York, NY 10008

www.AMITPresents.com/patsy-cline-remembered
*For more information & details, please visit :
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